Credentials
- PhD in Chemistry
- Former TV journalist for KPRC-TV, Houston, Texas
- Large scale project/program manager for global IT firms
- Numerous genealogy conferences and institutes including Advanced Genetic Genealogy and Fundamentals of Forensic Genealogy
- Extensive experience using DNA tests for genealogy and to locate missing persons, etc.
- Member Association of Professional Genealogists, Colorado Genealogical Society, Pikes Peak Genealogical Society, Jewish Genealogical Society of Colorado

A/V / Equipment: You provide projector & screen. You provide sound system & microphone if needed for the venue. You provide the technology for hybrid (web + in-person) lectures. I will provide my own laptop.

Fee: $100 per lecture, plus travel over one hour. Fees for multiple lectures or seminars or lectures where a fee is charged the attendees or custom lectures on new topics will be quoted on a case-by-case basis.

Travel Restrictions: None

Webinars: Yes. If the society does not have access to web meeting services, I am able to accommodate up to 100 people via Zoom.

Presentations:
Detailed descriptions/outlines for each lecture are available on request.

General Genealogy
- Breaking Down Brick Walls with Reason and Logic
- Breaking Down Brick Walls: Taking the Long Way Around (continuation of the previous lecture, but can be standalone)
- Getting to Know Uncle Moses: Building a Profile of Your Interesting Ancestor

DNA and Genetic Genealogy
These lectures are updated before every lecture since this field changes so rapidly. Please allow ample time for me to update the lecture.
- DNA Testing For Genealogy What Is It and How Can I Use It (short lecture)
- Cracking the Code: DNA Testing Myths and Reality - overview lecture about DNA testing and genealogy
- Cracking the Code - Start Finding Cousins and Common Ancestors at AncestryDNA
- What's New in Genetic Genealogy - this lecture is updated for every delivery to cover the latest information in Genetic Genealogy
- Introduction to Genetic Genealogy (GenGen 101) - a multi-part practical intro, can be tailored
- Ethnicity Testing: Why is My Indian Princess Wearing a Kilt
- Where Did We Come From: Tracking Human Migration with DNA Testing
- DNA Testing for Health Risks
- Tracing Your Irish Heritage with DNA
- DNA Test Analysis for Unknown Parentage and Adoptees
Case Study: Using Multiple DNA Sites to Illuminate a Hidden Ancestral Line
Case Study: Using Autosomal DNA to Find an Unknown Ancestor
Techniques for Coordinating Family Trees - Ancestry and Family Tree Maker

I welcome requests for new lectures. If your society has a genetic genealogy topic that you want to learn more about, please contact me!!